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Assuming that we want
to make hardware:

1 Should we do it ?
2 How should we do it ?
3 Expensive lessons



Important, but out of scope:
Dealing with a higher head-count

Logistics
(consignment, distribution, load-in, reverse logistics …)

Specific details about hardware design
Legal stuff and other hidden costs

(IP, certification, standards …)



1
Should we do it ?







Really!
The opportunity cost alone!



Please! There are other ways to 
answer your questions!







William Morris: Hopes and Fears for Art (1882)



Matt Watkinson: The Grid (2017)



Book of Ecclesiastes (c.450-200 BCE)



Philosophical digression:
What is success?



Predictions vs. Post-hoc
        Financial vs. Intangible

                  Market vs. Organisation
 Short-term vs. Strategic





2
How should we do this ?

















2
No, really:

How should we do this ?





























Complexity reduction

1 Isolate risky or hard elements.
Refine them separately to iterate faster.

2 Pare features mercilessly.
Distil your product.

3 Design in dialogue with engineers.
Save time and cost; make better things.











1 Decide on your questions
utility / beauty / marketability / practicability /
what's the least we can get away with doing?

2 ‘Build 3’ sprints
(at least two sprints, and probably in-house; cross the valley of despair)

3 ‘Build 30’ sprints
(using the correct supply chain, having learned about manufacturability)

4 ‘Build 300’



Philosophical digression:
Notes on building 3 units





3
Expensive lessons







Four questions when visiting a manufacturer
1 Is there anything in this project

you haven't done before?
2 (if no)  Will your entire life revolve 

around getting my project right?
3 (if no)  Do my trousers have

really deep pockets?
4 (if no)  Does this fire escape

lead to the car park?



Philosophical digression:
Power





Philosophical digression:
You can be lucky.





ben@supperware.net

static const String Thanks { "Thanks to Anita for the T-shirt" }

// user-generated content goes here


